In order to resolve the redundancy of a wheeled mobile redundant manipulator comprising a twowheel-drive mobile platform and a 6-degree-of-freedom manipulator, a physical-limits-constrained (PLC) minimum velocity norm (MVN) coordinating scheme (termed as PLC-MVN-C scheme) is proposed and investigated. Such a scheme can not only coordinate the mobile platform and the manipulator to fulfill the end-effector task and to achieve the desired optimal index (i.e., minimizing the norm of the rotational velocities of the wheels and the joint velocities of the manipulator) but also consider the physical limits of the robot (i.e., the joint-angle limits and joint-velocity limits of the manipulator as well as the rotational velocity limits of the wheels). The scheme is then reformulated as a quadratic program (QP) subject to equality and bound constraints, and is solved by a discrete QP solver, i.e., a numerical algorithm based on piecewise-linear projection equations (PLPE). Simulation results substantiate the efficacy and accuracy of such a PLC-MVN-C scheme and the corresponding discrete PLPE-based QP solver.
Introduction
A mobile manipulator (or a mobile robot) consists of a mobile platform and a manipulator. In the combined equipment, the mobile platform increases the workspace range, and the manipulator fulfills various given tasks. Due to the coordinated work of a mobile platform and a manipulator, the mobile manipulator possesses more advantages than the fixed-platform manipulator, and has been applied in many fields, such as space exploration, 1, 2 special substance handling, 3 maintenance of equipment, 4 and household services. 5 Therefore, the planning and control of mobile manipulators has become an appealing and significant topic in the area of robotics, and has received increasing attention over the past years.
The studies of mobile manipulators originate from space exploration manipulators, such as satellite manipulators.
6-8 Nakamura and Mukherjee 6 discussed a nonholonomic mechanical structure of space robots and their path planning. Umetani and Yoshida 7 considered that one major characteristic of a space robot was lack of a fixed platform compared with ground-fixed manipulators (i.e., the aforementioned fixed-platform manipulators). Vafa and Dubowsky 8 presented a virtual manipulator modeling method for a space robot. The method supposed that the space robot had an imaginary platform in inertial space at a virtual ground. Following these excellent researches, more and more literature begun to exploit various mobile manipulators applied to different areas. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Most researches of mobile manipulators focused on either mobile platforms or manipulators.
9, 10 Liu and Lewis 9 presented a decentralized continuous robust controller. For this decentralized controller, the mobile
